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Contractor’s Saw Owner’s Manual 

The Logrite Contractor’s Pruning Saw is specifically designed to be the fastest, most 
accurate and most ergonomic pruning saw, for higher First Lift forestry pruning  
applicatons.  Just one pull stroke and the branches just fall away. 

Care and Maintenance 
Blades are replaced by removing the wingnut and sliding 
the blade forward and out.  Installation is the reverse.  
The blade need not be super tight but snug. 
 
Pitch can be removed from the blade with acetone or by 
simply scraping with a knife from the non-tooth side. 

Use 

The Contractor’s Saw is meant to be used where 7 or 8  
feet of prune isn’t enough and the forest laborer needs  
to reach a 10, 11 or even 12 foot pruning height. 
Standing on the ground with feet spread in an athletic  
stance, the saw is placed right next to the trunk of the  
trees and as far across the branch to be cut as is practi- 
cal and pulled.  Pulled as fast and as hard as experience 
will soon tell you.  Take a little time to practice some  
long smooth pull strokes. The saw will take most finger 
or thumb-sized branches with one stroke.  For a larger branch, just reach and pull 
through again.  Do NOT push on the saw as the blade will only cut in one direction. 
 
The Contractor’s Saw was not designed for pruning fruit trees or something that 
moves around like firewood.  The forces in these applications are often sideways 
and can kink this fairly fine blade.    
 
The blades stay sharp for a very long time.  The Contractor’s Saw is supplied with 
both a  3 tooth per inch and a 4 tooth per inch blade.  The 3 tpi blade is best for 
green or soft woods while the 4 tpi blade for hard or dead wood. 


